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Overview
A recent decision by a Mississippi Chancery Court in AT&T Corp. v. Mississippi Department of Revenue held that
the state’s dividend exclusion statute violates the U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause.1 The Mississippi statute
allows an exclusion from a taxpayer’s gross income for intercompany dividends received from domestic affiliates
doing business and filing income tax returns in Mississippi. 2 The Chancery Court held in favor of AT&T Corporation
and its subsidiaries (collectively, the “taxpayer”), ruling that such an exclusion discriminates against interstate
commerce because it “clearly favors domestic corporations over foreign competitors and discourages corporations
from choosing to locate their operations outside Mississippi.” 3 The Mississippi Department of Revenue
(“Department”) has appealed the Chancery Court’s decision to the Mississippi Supreme Court. Thus, the case is
not yet final.
In this Tax Alert we summarize the Chancery Court’s decision and offer some taxpayer considerations.

Background
In June 2003, the Department issued an assessment against the taxpayer for income taxes in the amount of
$11,755,044, resulting from the Department’s audit and subsequent adjustment of the taxpayer’s returns for tax
years 1997, 1998 and 1999. Ultimately, both the Department and the taxpayer agreed on the adjustments made to
the returns in question, except for Mississippi’s taxation of the intercompany dividends.
Miss. Code Ann. § 27-7-15(4)(i) permits the recipient of intercompany dividends to exclude such dividend income
from the calculation of its gross income if the distributing corporation is doing business in Mississippi in the year of
the distribution and files a Mississippi Income Tax Return for that year. 4 For the years at issue, the Department
determined that the taxpayer had improperly excluded from its gross income those dividends received from
affiliates that had no business activities or income tax filing obligations in Mississippi. As a result, the Department
added the excluded dividend income back to the Mississippi corporate income tax base and assessed additional
corporate income tax against the taxpayer.
In its protest before the Department’s Board of Review, the taxpayer asserted that the dividend exclusion statute
violated the U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause and that the assessment was therefore unconstitutional. The
Board of Review upheld the assessment in full. The taxpayer appealed the matter to the full Tax Commission,
where the assessment was upheld, but with a slightly reduced deficiency amount. The taxpayer appealed the Tax
Commission’s ruling to the Chancery Court for the First Judicial District of Hinds County, Mississippi.

The Chancery Court’s Decision
To determine whether the dividend exclusion statute would survive a Commerce Clause challenge, the Hinds
County Chancery Court applied the four-prong test from the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Complete Auto
Transit, Inc. v. Brady, as articulated in the Mississippi Supreme Court decision in Marx v. Trucking Renting and
Leasing Association, Inc.: (1) the tax must be applied to an activity with a substantial nexus with the taxing state; (2)
the tax must be fairly apportioned; (3) the tax must not discriminate against interstate commerce; and (4) the tax
must be fairly related to the services provided by the state while analyzing the state’s tax scheme.5
Ultimately, the Chancery Court concluded that Miss. Code. Ann. § 27-7-15(4)(i) disallowed a “valuable tax
exemption based solely upon an interstate element, that is whether the distributing corporation maintains property
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and/or employees in Mississippi or files a Mississippi income tax return.”6 Citing this required “interstate element,”
the court determined that the statute clearly favored domestic corporations over foreign competitors in violation of
the third prong of the Complete Auto test for determining constitutionality.7 On this basis the court held that the
statute violated the Commerce Clause.8
Having found the dividend exclusion statute to be unconstitutional, the Chancery Court next sought to determine an
appropriate remedy. The Department suggested rescinding the offending portion of the statute and disallowing the
dividend exclusion for all taxpayers. The court rejected this suggested remedy, concluding that such a retroactive
change would encounter “significant constitutional and statutory limits.”9 As a result, the court found that the only
appropriate remedy that would place the taxpayer in the same position as all other taxpayers who had enjoyed the
tax benefits would be to “strike the offensive limitations and grant those applicable tax benefits to [the taxpayer] for
the tax years at issue.”10

Considerations
On April 8, 2015, the Department appealed the case to the Mississippi Supreme Court. Accordingly, this case is
not yet final. While the case remains pending, taxpayers that have open years for which a dividends received
exclusion was not taken may wish to consider whether they may potentially benefit from filing protective refund
claims, before the applicable statute of limitations expires, asserting application of the exclusion.
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